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WHAT IS CAI? Over 43,000 Members and Growing!

Community Associations Institute (CAI) is a national organization
dedicated to fostering vibrant, competent, harmonious community
associations. For more than 40 years, CAI has been the leader in
providing education and resources to the volunteer homeowners who
govern community associations and the professionals who support
them. Our members include community association volunteer leaders,
professional managers, community management firms, and other
professionals and companies that provide products and services to
associations.  Our local chapter serves over 500 members with annual
events including Trade Show & Expo, Golf Tournament, CAM & Board
Member Education events and so much more.
READER COMMENTS & ARTICLES ARE WELCOME
Columns and ideas from all our members are always welcome.  Send submissions in
Microsoft Word format to: ced@cai-seflorida.org

Articles appearing in Community Living reflect the author’s opinion and not necessarily that
of CAI.  Acceptance of advertising does not constitute an endorsement of the product or
service.

National on the web:  www.caionline.org
SE FL Chapter on the web:  www.cai-seflorida.org

Community Associations Institute is committed to making diversity, equity, and
inclusion a core aspect in our membership, on our staffs, and within the community
association housing model at large. We firmly believe in the unique strengths of every
individual and that diversity makes organizations more successful and communities more
fulfilling. By actively cultivating diversity, we benefit from a vastly richer mix of ideas,
perspectives, and life experiences that expand our thinking and our possibilities. We strive
to foster a culture of discovery, innovation, and service as we continue to focus on our
mission to build better communities.

At the Community Associations Institute Southeast Florida Chapter, diversity, equity,
and inclusion stands for more than just a goal or quota. We strive to create an environment
that reflects the various members we serve and where everyone feels empowered to bring
their full, authentic selves. Together, we continue to build an inclusive culture that
encourages, supports, and celebrates the diverse voices of our community.

https://www.caionline.org/LearningCenter/Education-for-Homeowners/Pages/default.aspx
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role is an Auditor at Bashor and Legendre, CPAs.  Previously, Megan worked as the Director
of Accounting at a property management company. Megan holds a Masters in Accounting
and Bachelors in Accounting from the University of Tampa. Mrs. Dyke is a member of the

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (“AICPA”) and Florida Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (“FICPA”). Residing in South Florida, Megan’s greatest joy is raising her two sons with her
husband (and co-worker) Andrew.

Clifton Tufts | Popular Association Banking Clifton Tufts is Vice President of Popular
Association Banking, a division of Popular Bank. Reach him at 813.310.7507 or
Ctufts@popular.com.  Popular Bank, a subsidiary of Popular, Inc. (NASDAQ: BPOP), is
headquartered in New York and has branches and offices located across New York, New
Jersey, and Florida.

Mark DiPinto | GetQuorum Mark DiPinto is the Marketing Manager at GetQuorum, an
industry-leading provider of virtual meeting, electronic proxy, voting, and notice distribution
services. Through his experience, Mark has acquired an in-depth understanding of the
challenges communities face in regard to governance and how integral leveraging the right
technology is to the success of owner meetings and condominium governance.

DMI Paving & Sealcoating For over 60 years, DMI Paving & Sealcoating has
specialized in asphalt paving and repair, sealcoating, parking lot striping, and concrete
work for HOAs and commercial properties. As Florida’s top asphalt company, we have
the experience and specialized equipment needed to get the job done right, saving

you time and money. With our strong history and superior customer service, we are your trusted
experts for all your asphalt paving needs.

Lisa A. Magill, Esq., BCS | Kaye Bender Rembaum Lisa Magill is a Board-Certified
Specialist in Condominium & Planned Development Law, assisting her clients in all aspects
of community association operations. Ms. Magill is a member of the Real Property Probate
and Trust Section of the Florida Bar. In 2015 she was appointed by the CAISEFL as a
Florida Legislative Alliance (CAI-FLA) delegate, and also serves on its Federal Legislative

Action Committee. Lisa frequently provides educational seminars, many of which offer CE credit for
managers and certifications for Florida community association board members.
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Each year, we have the
pleasure of welcoming our new
board and officers. The

dedicated support of these
volunteers assist in assuring our
chapter thrives. If you see any of
them, please take a moment to thank
them for their service.

Our chapter’s 2023 elections are coming up and the new
board will be announced on November 22, 2022.
Chapter members will be able to submit votes both
electronically and by paper ballot. Do not forget to
download the new chapter app “CAI FL” available for
both Apple and Android. The app will allow members to
interact, share posts and keep up with the chapter
events. As your CED this has been one of the goals I
have been working towards and seeing it come to
fruition makes me very happy. I hope you all take
advantage of this new member perk.
It has been exciting watching our membership,
education and event growth. I thank you all for your
support. At this year’s Expo & Day of Education with our

signature sponsor GlobalPro and co-sponsor,
Bashor & Legendre, we had over 250 RSVP and a
sold out exhibitor floor. Our chapter was also able to
host the first in-person M-100 following the
shutdown which began March 2020. The course is
a comprehensive community association
management course that provides a practical
overview for new managers, an essential review for
veteran managers, and an advanced course for
board members. We would not have been able to
make it a success without the help and support of
our Expo and Education committee members.
Don’t forget another manager membership perk is
our scholarship program for CMCA, AMS, and
PCAM designations. The deadline to submit is
December 31, 2022.
Looking forward to our holiday party on December
8th to celebrate all our great memories and future
events to come for 2023.
Ciao,
Nicole Salcedo, CAM, CED
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To learn more and to join CAI, scan the QR code.
On a computer, visit CAI-SEFlorida.org/#Join-CAI

https://cai-seflorida.org/about/#join-cai
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May 10, 2022 to September 2, 2022.  New members are in bold.

   Business Partners
AJ Squared Security Inc
All County Paving
AvidXchange
Ball Janik, LLP
Brown & Brown Insurance
Building Engineering-Consultants, Inc.
BuildingLink.com
Capital Contractor Services
Chase Roofing & Contracting, Inc.
Coast to Coast General Contractors, Inc.
Cohen Law Group
Communications Consulting Group
Community Reserves and Engineering
Concierge Plus
Cooperator
Crown Roofing & Waterproofing LLC
Delaware Elevator of Florida
DSS Condo
Earth Advisors, Inc.
Eisinger, Brown, Lewis & Frankel, P.A.
Epic Forensics & Engineering, Inc
First-Citizens Bank & Trust Co
Florida Paints
G. Batista Engineering & Construction
J.R. Frazer Inc.
Juniper Landscaping of FL, LLC
Kyber Financial
Larry Moskowtiz, P.A.
M2E Consulting Engineers
Mack, Mack & Waltz Insurance Group, Inc.
MODPROS Elevator Inc
Munyan Painting
Newman Certified Public Accountant PC
Nordis Technologies
Oracle Elevator Holdco, Inc
Pecora Corporation
Planned Companies
ProFi Facility Maintenance
Sepi Painting and Waterproofing Inc
Siegfried Rivera
Stellar Public Adjusting Services
The Thompson Touch LLC
Top Professional Property Management
Virtual Guard, Inc.
Vote HOA Now
Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers
Yellowstone Landscape

 Community Association Managers
Abraham  Levy
Abygail Sanchez
Anderson Louis-jeune
Andrea Joy
Andrew Surdovel
Anna Murillo
Aracely Euceda
Arturo Hernandez
Barry Rosenthal
Benjamin McConnel
Bruce Bandler
Carol Melton
Carolyn Padfield
Chester Dowdy
Daniel Ruiz
Deborah DelVecchio
Denise Alvarez
Denise Pagola
Doretta Henann
Elizabeth Santamaria
Elle Olacio
Emelia Velez
Emily Dilican
Ernest Diehl
Erol  Ugljanin
Gerardo Alpizar
Gerardo Palacios
Gladyelit Lopez
Glendy Rocha
Gudrun Serr-Marinkovic
Harry Goldberg
Hedy Maurer

Helen Ponce
Howard Perl
Ianthe Boddie
Iliana Cordero-Levine
Jason Lapaglia
Jessica Santillan
Johnny Pagan
Jon Dingle
Jonathan Louis
Jorge Jaimes
Jorge Cortez
Jorge Gonzalez
Jorge  Perez
Judy Dandy
Lazaro Leon
Leon Borenstein
Lidiala De La Rosa
Linda Johnson
Liz Carnot
Lorraine Bodek
Luis D'agostino
Luis Lopez
Luisana Carrizo
Lurlaine Gonzalez
Luzbella  Natal
Marcelo Martinez
Marcy Kravit
Mark Tyson
Mark Braun
Marlene Menendez
Meysa Hernandez
Michael Rafidi
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   Community Management Companies

Affinity Management Services
AKAM
LJ Services Group Corporation
Next Generation Management & Accounting Services
Orangewood Property Management Inc.
TDSunshine Property Management
Trident Management

Welcome

Homeowner Leaders
Donna Zweben
Kevin Jean
Maria Galvan
Ronnie Weisberg

NEW & RETURNING MEMBERS!

Michelle Van Hook
Minerva Almonte
Mitchell Krauss
Nathalie Figueroa
Nestor Hermida
Paul Sanchez
Pauline Gordon
Pedro Ripoll
Raul Delgado
Rene Herrera
Robert Donnelly
Ronaldy Demarais
Rosanna Castorino
Roy Ochoa
Sandra Thomsen
Scheila Salgado
Scott Goss
Sean Arena
Shawn Hall
Sherese Pedlar
Steve Caballero
Suheidy Ramos
Suleye Encalada
Susan Russo
Thomas Biggs
Tiana Fletcher-Anderson
Tricie Kohut
Valerie Schreibman
Valerie Francis-lee
Ylexander Baluja
Zachary White
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It’s Budgeting Season -
Are You Ready?

As an HOA or condo association board member, the
budget, which will be approved by your
membership at your annual meeting, is key to

everything you do: activities and events, preventive and
predictive maintenance, capital projects and upgrades to
your property, preparing for your 40-year re-certification,
and daily needs like landscaping or security.
With a document this critical, you want to have the right
information before building your budget. To get started,
gather the following to better address your association’s
needs.
Last year’s budget and all associated records
Every budget builds on the year prior, so take a look at
what worked and what didn’t. Were there gaps in your
preventive maintenance plan? Did a major piece of
equipment need replacement before you had planned for
it? Did you need to levy a special assessment for any
reason? Once you know what did or didn’t work in your
previous budget, you can use it as the base for the coming
year.
Your property manager will be invaluable in this part of the
process. As the professional who handles your
community’s everyday needs, they will know exactly
where any shortfalls may have cropped up, how they were
handled, and what the bottom line is for your current
budget.
New quotes from vendors
Economic uncertainty is common right now. Inflation, for
example, was 0% in July, but economic experts are still
concerned about the possibility of an actual (rather than
technical) recession. Do NOT assume, in this economic
climate, that last year’s vendor quotes will remain flat. Gas
prices have impacted landscapers. Pool cleaning
chemicals have likely increased in price. Labor has gone
up nationwide. Even communities with minimal amenities
are likely looking at higher costs across the board. Before
starting the budget process, gather quotes from every
vendor you use to avoid getting caught with a shortage
because one was missed.
If your vendors won’t give you updated quotes in a timely
fashion, find ones that will. A professional property
management company is a great resource to connect you
with several vendors who can meet your needs within a
specific timeframe.

Yolanda Lopez, AKAM, Director of Finance
More about Yolanda Lopez on page 6

Before considering a vendor change, ask the following
questions:

1. Are the fees and terms competitive?
2. Do they provide reliable, quality service?
3. Can they upgrade or bundle any services to get

more value for your money?
Anticipate insurance renewal increases
Based on the latest developments in the insurance
industry, and with many providers leaving specific
regions, it’s essential to contact your insurance broker for
an estimate of expected renewal increases. Make sure
you cover any new litigation, significant reserve
replacements not yet made or overdue, and any other
data that will help you receive the most accurate estimate.
The earlier you do this, the better, as it will give you time
to reach out to other providers if needed.
Working with a professional property management
company is invaluable when talking about insurance, as
they will know who to call and how to go about getting the
coverage your community needs.
Reserve needs
It’s time to pull out that reserve study or engineering report
and see what you need to plan for. Funding your reserves
is good budget planning that can save a fortune — and
even lives down the road.
Income statements
While no board wants to increase fees, you can’t provide
a safe, properly maintained environment without enough
money coming in to cover costs. Rather than waiting to
levy a huge special assessment later, conduct a smaller
assessment now. While programming or amenities can be
trimmed, critical items like life-safety systems
maintenance and insurance policies are becoming more
expensive. Ultimately, this means you will have to raise
fees to meet your fiduciary responsibilities and the goals
of your property.
Once you’ve gathered this information, it’s time to plan.
Use your budget to look for ways to benefit your
community and work with a professional property
manager to help organize the process, save money, or
increase the value of your spending.
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Budgeting 2023 and
Beyond

In the midst of budget season, Managers and Board of
Directors should have already begun the process of
establishing the budget for 2023. With all the economic

turmoil and new government legislation over the past year
or so, here are some last-minute tips and reminders to
consider when preparing your budget.

Bad Debt:
As we are all aware, the price of housing has gone
through the roof, so to speak, and interest rates are
starting to rise. Thirty-year mortgage rates have increased
over a point in just the last month and will likely continue
to rise in the future. During Covid, some unit owners did
not have to make payments on their mortgages and as
those government programs come to an end, we may see
some unit owners falling behind in their association dues.
Associations should review their assessments receivable
to determine the need to budget for anticipated bad debts
and legal expenses for possible collection and
foreclosures.

Repairs and Maintenance:
Remember when preparing your budget to adjust the cost
for landscaping. Due to increases in the prices of gas and
diesel over the past year or so, landscaping companies
are now passing on some of these costs to their
customers in the form of higher fees or fuel surcharges.
With the cost of labor and material on the rise (i.e.
inflation), Association’s will need to review all repairs and
maintenance accounts for possible increases in material
and labor prices.

Insurance:
We are also seeing a trend of increasing rates for
insurance ranging from 15% to 30%. Associations that do
not incorporate these increases in their budget may see
significant shortfalls in their 2023 financial statements.
Insurance is an operating expense and should be
budgeted in the operating fund and not the reserve fund.
We recommend that Managers and Boards of Directors
contact their insurance agent to better anticipate their
potential premium increases for 2023.

Association Documents:
Sometimes the governing documents of the association
limit the annual increase in assessments from one year to
the next. Be sure to review your documents before
instituting an increase to ensure compliance those
documents. Associations that fail to comply in this area
may be forced to refund the excessive increases back to

Megan Dyke, CPA, Bashor & Legendre
More about Megan Dyke on page 6

their members. We have seen instances whereby
associations have been required to refund as little as $1
to each member. Be sure to keep this in mind before
rounding up an increase to the nearest dollar.
Additionally, the documents may place restrictions on the
borrowing activities of the association. In the past it has
not been commonplace for associations to borrow money.
However, with increases in insurance rates over the past
few years, associations are now turning to debt to fund
premiums.

Florida Statute Compliance:
Due to the change in generally accepted accounting
principles for reserves and the way many management
companies do not properly account for reserves or special
assessments, some Associations are not complying with
financial reporting requirements required by the state of
Florida. Please make sure that your association budgets
adequately for the proper level of year end reporting. Also,
please review your documents to see what level of
financial reporting is required. We have seen some recent
legal action against management companies for failure to
provide the proper year end reports.
A very important part of the budget process that is often
overlooked is the estimated beginning of the budget year
fund balance. For example, if your Association is
estimated to have an operating fund deficit of <$25,000>
at January 1, 2023, the Association may have to
incorporate an increase in the 2023 budget to restore prior
year shortfall. Many budgets are prepared using the zero-
based budgeting method without ever considering the
estimated accumulated deficits from prior years. Our firm
recommends an Association strive to have a fund balance
of approximately 1½ to 2 months of operating expenses.

Replacement Fund:
The reserve section of the budget should be the easiest
part of the budget to complete. Hire an outside
independent third-party to prepare your reserve study and
have the professional update it annually. Condominiums
must adhere to Florida Statute 718 when preparing its
budget and not having all the required information for
either the operating or reserves section can result in
penalties and fines. We have seen numerous
Condominium Association’s use the same reserve study
for 3 to 5 years, which does not comply with Florida
Statutes and can lead to fines up to $15,000.
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Financing Major
Restoration Projects

As time passes, and community associations
continue to age, their upkeep becomes more
complicated for the unit owners, the board, and the

management company. There will come a time when
some community associations may need to consider
financing major restoration projects. Even the best
maintained properties cannot avoid problems associated
with escalating repair costs or unexpected repairs, which
can often result in reserve deficiencies. Property
managers and association board members often face
difficult decisions to ensure their unit owners’ property
values are maintained.
It’s important to mention that Florida Legislature
unanimously passed a new law promoting comprehensive
and meaningful condominium safety measures in May
2022. The new legislation modifies certain rights and
duties of condo associations across the State of Florida
and while it seeks to promote several different policies,
the primary policy is focused on preventative
maintenance, inspections, and maintaining reserve funds.
Some noteworthy topics of the new law include, but are
not limited to, funding for structural integrity components,
required building inspections statewide, mandatory
reserve studies, and the removal of opt-out funding of
reserves for structural integrity components. Beginning in
2025, condo boards will need to set aside reserve money
to cover future repairs.
Three options are available to facilitate an association’s
major repair or restoration project: use of reserves, an up
front special assessment, or bank financing. This article
will focus on bank financing, and what associations need
to know.

Bank financing
If reserves are not in place or are inadequate, a bank loan
is the best option available for financing major restoration
projects. The bank loan offers several key advantages to
both the association and the individual unit owners:

● Financial impact on unit owners can be reduced.
● Improvements can help property values.
● Repair issues can be addressed faster.

Types of bank loans
The association’s request for a loan can be originated by
a board member, the management company, or the on-
site manager. There are two basic types of loans available

Clifton Tufts, VP, Popular Association Banking
More about Clifton Tufts on page 6

from the bank to the association: lines of credit and term
loans.

Term Loans
A term loan is a credit facility that pays back the amount
borrowed by the association over a specified period of
time.  The term, or length of the loan, varies from bank to
bank. The term is always dependent on the useful life of
the project in question (e.g., a paint project may be limited
to a 7-year term, while a roof project may be given a
15-year term). The benefit of a longer-term loan is to
“spread out” the monthly or annual impact on the associ-
ation and its unit owners. This is often much more attrac-
tive to the membership than having to come up with the
funds required to satisfy an upfront special assessment.
Factors involved in the bank’s credit decision
The factors involved can differ depending on the bank
involved. The following items are typically analyzed during
a bank’s underwriting process:
A/R delinquencies
This is one of the most important factors the bank consid-
ers because it is a good indicator of the overall financial
health of the association. It can also indicate how well the
property is or has been managed.   The bank may consid-
er both the number and dollars of delinquencies when
evaluating this factor.
Loan to value
A reasonable ratio of the amount being loaned to the
market value of the unit is one of the tests that most banks
perform.
Rental ratio
The bank may want to determine the number of units that
are owner-occupied, rented, or second homes. They may
also want to determine if there is a concentration of
ownership within the association, which may create addi-
tional risk from the bank’s perspective.
Impact of debt service to monthly maintenance
The bank will want to determine how much the monthly
debt service (or loan payments) will affect the ability of the
unit owners to make their regularly scheduled mainte-
nance payments. A high increase in the maintenance
payments as a result of the requested loan could pose a
problem as arrears could increase, leading to problems in
maintaining the property.

Continued on page 18
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Financing Major Restoration Projects
Continued from page 16

Size of the association
Smaller associations (in unit numbers) can often be
deemed to represent a greater level of risk to the bank, as
each unit has greater relevance to the overall budget of
the association. Generally associations with less than
20−25 units might have difficulty obtaining an association
loan.
Rates and collateral
Rates vary from bank to bank and are dependent on the
overall financial picture of the association, which is
assessed by the bank in the underwriting process. Rates
are also dependent on the credit facility (Line of Credit vs.
Term Loan), as well as the duration or term of the loan.
Most banks that offer a Line of Credit facility will price the
loan at a monthly floating rate, typically tied to some rate
index.  Term loans are typically fixed for the length of the
loan but may re-price (resulting in a different rate) after a
set number of years for longer terms.
Collateral is another important issue to discuss with your
banker. The typical collateral required by banks in the
community association industry is a first position
assignment and pledge of the association’s future
income, including its right to receive general assessments

and any special assessments associated with the
restoration project in question.  If your bank requires more
than this as collateral for the loan (e.g., personal board
member guarantees, etc.), it would be prudent to seek out
a bank that specializes in the association industry.
In summary, it is important to note many (if not most)
banks will not consider lending to an association without
special considerations (see “collateral” above).  Also, for
those few banks that specialize in community association
financing, they all have different tolerance levels for most
of the underwriting criteria discussed above.
Associations should consult with their banker to
determine if they will entertain such a loan, and if so, what
those tolerance levels are, as they can vary quite
significantly from bank-to-bank.

https://www.munyanpainting.com/
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Pavement Maintenance
Budgeting Tips from Florida’s
Paving Professionals

Property maintenance and repairs are a standard
line item in budgeting for the next year but one thing
that seems to slip under the radar is pavement

maintenance. You and your customers drive on it, walk on
it, park on it, etc. nearly everyday. In an ideal world, the
surface would remain in perfect condition from the
moment it was poured or paved regardless of weather or
other factors, but unfortunately, that’s not the case.
Over time pavement deteriorates and shows its age in
potholes, cracks, and other various types of damage that
are both unsightly and dangerous. Proper on-going
maintenance and repair can be the difference between a
small yearly budget for repairs vs. a major repaving job on
your hands.
Ready to forecast and plan your pavement maintenance
budget? Here are our top three things to consider when
budgeting this year:
1. Sealcoating
Oil, gasoline, sunlight, battery acid, road salts, and even
water can damage your asphalt surfaces and cause them
to deteriorate. Sealcoating provides a protective layer
over your asphalt to prolong its lifespan, protect against
further damage, and enhances the look of your property
as a whole.
If your parking lot is between 2 and 5 years old, we
recommend budgeting a sealcoating job into your annual
budget.
Can’t remember the last time your parking lot saw any
form of maintenance? In addition to some other potential
repair needs, we recommend sealing your parking
surface twice.
The general rule of thumb is that your parking lot should
be sealcoated every 3-4 years, location dependent, to
keep the surface hydrated and protected from oxidizing
under the sun.
2. Fresh Parking Lot Lines
If you’re sealcoating, then you’ll need new parking lot
lines. Maintaining clear and visible parking lot striping is
critical for the safety and appearance of your parking lot.
Even if sealcoating isn’t set to be included in your budget,
take a look at your parking lot. Are your parking lot
markings faded and worn? We recommend getting

DMI Paving & Sealcoating

restriping services every few years to keep your parking
lot in good shape.
Generally, parking lot paint lasts anywhere from 1 to 3
years. As soon as markings look faded or difficult to read,
it’s time to get them redone. The more traffic your lot has,
the more often it will need to be painted.
3. General Maintenance
Left untouched, potholes and asphalt failures can
compound drastically over time resulting in severe
damage that will ultimately lead to asphalt failure. Asphalt
deteriorates from environmental elements, such as UV
sun rays, rain, snow, extreme temperatures, gas, oils,
grease, salt, and more.

Asphalt patching is a quick and cost-effective technique
used to repair cracks or small potholes. But keep in mind
that this isn’t the solution for everyone. Older parking lots
may need to be resurfaced for maximum safety,
performance, and appearance.
Our Parting Advice
It would be great if budgets were endless and all the
projects on your to-do list could be prioritized.
Unfortunately, money is finite and you have to prioritize
based on importance.
In addition to evaluating your parking lot and considering
the above services, work with a parking lot expert to
determine a good on-going maintenance budget. As
Florida’s top asphalt company, we have worked with
thousands of property managers to help identify a good
course of action when it comes to keeping up with parking
lot maintenance.
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https://beckerlawyers.com/
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https://firstonsite.com/
http://brlawyers.com/
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https://www.cit.com/cab
https://onrapp.com/
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Keys Day of Education
June 22, 2022



Dedicated to the Representation of Community Associations

Broward Office: 1200 Park Central Boulevard South | Pompano Beach, FL 33064 | 954.928.0680
Palm Beach Office: 9121 North Military Trail, Suite 200 | Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410 | 561.241.4462

Hillsborough Office: 1211 N. Westshore Boulevard, Suite 409 | Tampa, FL 33607 | 813.375.0731
Reach any office, including throughout Miami-Dade, at 800.974.0680

Office meetings in Miami-Dade are by appointment. The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely
upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask us to send you free written information about our qualifications and experience.

KBRLegal.com   |   info@KBRLegal.com   |   (800) 974.0680

COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION LAW:
IT’S WHAT WE DO
● Assessment collections
● Contract negotiation
● Document review
● Covenant amendments
● Covenant enforcement

● Construction defect claims
● Cooperatives & mobile home parks
● General litigation and more
● Master and Sub-Association Issues
● Fair Housing and more

Kaye Bender Rembaum is a full-service community association law firm
devoted to the representation of community associations throughout
Florida.

KBR provides an abundance of free resources, including the latest
community association news with “Legal Morsels” and “Rembaum’s
Association Roundup”. The firm also offers free Q&A seminars, with events
such as “Ask the Attorneys” and several monthly radio shows. KBR is a
well-known provider of free legal education, which often includes CE
credit for managers and state certifications for board members.

https://kbrlegal.com/
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BRING ELECTRONIC VOTING TO
YOUR COMMUNITY: The Must-
Knows for Florida
Condominiums and HOAs

Fall is officially here, meaning it's that time of year
when many Condominiums and HOAs across the
state of Florida begin preparing for their Annual

Meeting. And while many of us associate Annual
Meetings with long-drawn-out in-person meetings and
the tedious, error-prone tasks such as filling out paper
ballots, many boards and Property Managers have
begun searching for ways to improve how these
meetings and related processes are executed for the
benefit of all those involved.
As a result, a growing number of communities across the
state have embraced technology such as electronic
voting to help reduce cost, increase participation,
enhance security, and run more efficient and effective
Annual and other governance meetings over the past
few years.
With that said, here are some must-knows before
introducing electronic voting at your communities Annual
Meeting.
It All Starts With Collecting Consent
Collecting owner consent to electronic voting and
consent to receive electronic notice of meeting
communications is the first and arguably the most
important step in your community's journey to adopting
electronic voting. State legislation requires communities
throughout Florida to collect consent from owners who
wish to receive electronic notice of meeting
communications and vote electronically, making it a
mandatory step for any community that wishes to
distribute and collect electronic ballots at their Annual
Meeting.
And while the process of collecting consent from owners
may appear fairly straightforward, unfortunately, this is
often not the case. Most Property Managers and board
members would quickly agree that collecting information
from their ownership group can be a pretty daunting task,
especially in communities that exceed a few dozen units.
Therefore, in order to streamline the process and ensure
maximum participation, we recommend that any
community that would like the majority of their owners to
transition to electronic voting should always choose an

Mark DiPinto, GetQuorum

electronic voting solution that provides their owners with
a simple, convenient way to consent to receive electronic
notice.
We Can't Forget About Distributing Notice and
other Meeting Materials
After collecting consent, it's time to distribute the notice
of meeting, advance ballots and other meeting materials.
An essential step in any Annual Meeting; it can,
unfortunately, be a rather costly process when done
through old-fashion printing and mailing.
This is why many Florida communities that have
transitioned to electronic voting have adopted a solution
that seamlessly distributes meeting notices and other
materials electronically. By selecting a solution such as
GetQuorum's, management can distribute these pre-
meeting items electronically to owners who have
consented to electronic notices, saving them time and
significantly reducing the overall cost of running an
Annual Meeting.
Voter Security Should Be a Top Priority
Any experienced Property Manager knows that keeping
voter data secure and anonymous must be a top priority.
Not only can failing to keep voter data secure break the
trust between management and the ownership group,
but it can also have a catastrophic impact on the
legitimacy of your elections and corresponding results
that can significantly impact the operations of the
community.
This emphasis on voter security and ballot secrecy has
significantly contributed to why many communities
across Florida have transitioned to electronic voting over
the past few years. Unlike paper-based voting, many
electronic voting platforms are equipped with several
sophisticated security features to ensure voter data is
secure and auditable. From unique access links to data
encryption, choosing a voting platform with advanced
security features is integral to preventing any potential
result tampering and provides voters with a level of
security that paper-based voting processes cannot
match.

Continued on page 29
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Bringing Electronic
Voting to Your
Community
Continued from page 28

Not all Voting Platforms are Created Equal
As we know, many Florida Condominiums and HOAs
have unique voting requirements that must be
accounted for during their Annual Meetings. From
needing to account for advanced ballots submitted by
owners ahead of the meeting to voter eligibility that
varies from owner to owner, accounting for these
unique factors is integral to ensuring accurate voting
results and adds complexity to the ballot tabulation
process.

This is why selecting an electronic voting platform, like
the one provided by GetQuorum, that can
accommodate the dynamic nature, and unique voting
requirements of most community elections is integral
to the success of your meeting. Without a capable
solution, accounting for these requirements to ensure
the accuracy of voting results is a daunting, time-
consuming task that is prone to errors and, if done
incorrectly, can have a catastrophic impact on your
community.
All to say, it's easy to understand why a growing
number of communities across Florida are looking to
adopt electronic voting for their next Annual Meeting.
And by accounting for these few factors, I can
confidently say that introducing electronic voting at
your next meeting should be a straightforward and
rewarding experience with the right solution and
proper planning.

https://www.plazaandassociates.com/
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https://www.uscentury.com/
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CAI-SEFL Young Professionals
The YP of the quarter initiative is intended to boost young professional involvement
within our chapter while also highlighting those selected. The criteria for selection is
as follows: must be a member of the chapter, must be 35 and under, and preferably
an involved member. Make your nominations on our website! Visit:
CAI-SEFLorida.org, and then choose Young Professionals.

2022 Quarter 3 is awarded to:

Therese Elkins
Originally from Milwaukee, Therese Elkins left the recruiting industry
to pursue a career in property management. She is described as a
“superstar” and “key team member” by her colleagues and superiors.
Her aptitude for organization and customer service allows her to
provide excellent customer experiences to her communities and also
allows her to improve internal systems and processes within Trident
Management. Therese’s ability to manage her workload, spearhead
new projects, and her willingness to assist her colleagues are all
reasons why she is thought of as “Trident’s secret weapon.”
Therese is also a very active member of CAI’s YP group and
dedicates significant time volunteering at our events. We would not
only like to congratulate Therese on YP of the Quarter but also
congratulate her on her recent promotion to Regional Manager for
Trident Management!

https://www.behr.com/pro/
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https://www.my100bank.com/
https://dmipavingandsealcoating.com/
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HURRICANE PANEL WITH A TWIST  |  JUNE 15, 2022

CAISEFL SPONSOR DINNER  |  JUNE 8, 2022
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https://www.pacwest.com/business-banking/homeowners-association-services
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According to the American Heart Association,
sudden cardiac arrest (“SCA”) is a leading
cause of death in the United States. It is

estimated that more than 350,000 lives are taken
each year due to the abrupt loss of heart function.
However, with technological advances, the number of
deaths due to SCA have been lowered through the
use of an automated external defibrillator (“AED”). An
AED is a portable medical instrument that delivers an
electrical impulse to the heart to disrupt and correct
an otherwise fatal irregular heartbeat (arrhythmia)
and allows a normal rhythm to resume.
Although AEDs have been credited with saving
countless lives, until now many associations decided
the potential liability for negligent misuse of the
machine or the failure to employ the device when
warranted was not worth the risk of liability,
notwithstanding protections offered by section
768.1325, Florida Statutes (Cardiac Arrest Survival
Act).  The Florida Legislature enacted The Cardiac
Arrest Survival Act to encourage the purchase of
AEDs by community associations and further the
protection offered by the Good Samaritan Act which
provides:

“Any person, including those licensed to
practice medicine, who gratuitously and in
good faith renders emergency care or
treatment…at the scene of an emergency
outside of a hospital, doctor’s office, or other
place having proper medical equipment,
without objection of the injured victim[s], shall
not be held liable for any civil damages…
where the person acts as an ordinary
reasonably prudent person would have acted
under the same or similar circumstances.”

This liability protection is not absolute. Associations
are protected unless harm results from the failure to
properly maintain and test the device or the failure to
properly train people how to use the device, although
lack of training doesn’t obviate the immunity under
certain circumstances.  This statute makes it clear

that the association’s general liability insurance
carrier cannot exclude damages resulting from the
use of an AED.  Presumably this means the
association has liability coverage if the device
malfunctions.
The Broward County Board of Rules and Appeals
now requires community associations to purchase
and install both AEDs and Stop the Bleed Kits
(SBKs) on every other floor (starting with the first
floor) if the residential building(s) are five or more
stories.  Thus, a 10-story building must have these
devices installed on the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th

floors before October 24, 2023.  Both AED and
SBK devices must be verified on an annual basis.
The Broward County Amendments include
regulations concerning placement, signage,
housing, maintenance, mandatory periodic
training and other requirements.  The person
offering AED assistance must contact 9-1-1
immediately prior to or immediately upon use
thereof.
As with all new codes and ordinances, consistency
and timeliness of enforcement remains to be seen.

Thank you,
Lisa A. Magill, Esq., B.C.S.
Delegate, Florida Legislative Alliance

—------------------------------------------------
1. The  device  is  equipped  with  audible,  visual,  or  written
instructions on its use, including any such visual or written
instructions posted on or adjacent to the device;
2. The employee or agent was not an employee or agent who
would have been reasonably expected to use the device; or
3. The period of time elapsing between the engagement of the
person as an employee or agent and the occurrence of the harm,
or between the acquisition of the device and the occurrence of
the harm in any case in which the device was acquired after
engagement of the employee or agent, was not a reasonably
sufficient period in which to provide the training.

Automatic External Defibrillators (AED)
and Stop the Bleed Kits (SBK)
Submitted by: CAI Florida Legislative Alliance
Delegate: Lisa A. Magill, Esq., BCS

Broward Amendments to Florida Fire Prevention Act require
residential communities to obtain and install life safety devices.
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https://www.empireworks.com/
https://thewaterrestorationgroup.com/
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CAI National Conference
May 4-7, 2022 | Orlando, FL
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Become a Chapter Sponsor!
2022 Sponsorships now open. All you

have to do is visit us online at:

CAI-SEFlorida.org/Sponsors

https://www.reservestudy.com/
https://cai-seflorida.org/sponsors/
https://southstatebank.com/personal


304 Indian Trace
Suite 538
Weston, FL. 33326

Check out our list of upcoming events!
Scan the QR code below and see the latest CAI-SEFL scheduled events

CAI-SEFlorida.org/Events

https://cai-seflorida.org/events/
https://cai-seflorida.org/events/
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